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Activities and News

1.The second-hand market 2023

2.Agriculture Fair Ettelbruck 2023

3.Annual FEMAL Calendar

4.Workshop hourly Wage Document

5.Index system in Luxembourg

6.Death of the honorary Chairman of FEMAL and 
Climmar Member Louis Diederich

7.Conclusion



The second-hand market

Used machine market in march 2023

• Used machines on femal.lu / traktor.lu

• 12 participants

• 486 machines

• 24 catégories

• 15100 mailings sent

• 45,-€ ht / machine



Agriculture Fair Ettelbruck 2023
30 June - 2 July 2023

40 year anniversary

Over 313 exhibitors

500 animals

Over 37.000 visitors



Annual FEMAL Calendar

CALENDAR

•14 companies participate

•Impact in the Luxembourgish agriculture 

world

•Important sponsors

•Infos about vacations and expos expos

2023: Second-hand market,agricultural

machinery week, Agriculture Fair Ettelbruck, 

Agriculture Fair Libramont, Agritechnica, 

Eurotier,

•3.500 copies distributed



Workshop hourly Wage Document



National Index-System

- In Luxembourg, the Cost-of-living Index is a mechanism used to adjust wages, 
pensions and certain social benefits to account for changes in the cost of living.

- The goal is to ensure that individuals’ purchasing power remains relatively stable 
despite fluctuations in prices.

- The system is based on the principle that the standard living should not be 
eroded due to inflation and takes into consideration the price changes of a basket 
of goods (such as food, housing, transportation, healthcare, education).

- Each indexation constitutes an increase of 2,5%.

- In 2023, there have been 3 indexations of 2,5% each on the normal wages, and 4 
indexations on the minimum wages.



Situation in the industry

- In Luxembourg, the inflation has brought up a huge increase of the interest rates, 
causing a problem for people that opted for a floating rate loan. As a consequence, 
less loans are taken.

- The cost increase and now rising interest rates are plunging also the 
construction sector into a historic crisis.

- Sales of new apartments decreased by 72%, while authorized construction 
volume dropped by 33%.

- This crisis is threatening the economic fabric, as many companies are going 
bankrupt, but it is also threatening employment, as 5.000 jobs are on the stake.



In Loving Memory of

Louis Diederich
1928 - 2023

Honorary Chairman of FEMAL and Climmar
Member



Thank you for your 
attention!
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